Influence of Cracking on Oxygen Transport in UHPFRC Using Stainless Steel Sensors
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Abstract: Reinforced concrete elements frequently suffer small cracks that are not relevant from the mechanical point of view, but they can be an entrance point for aggressive agents, such as oxygen, which could initiate the degradation processes. Fiber-Reinforced Concrete and especially Ultra High Performance Concrete increase the multi-cracking behavior, reducing the crack width and spacing. In this work, the oxygen availability of three types of concrete was compared at similar strain levels to evaluate the benefit of multi-cracking in the transport of oxygen. The types of concrete studied include traditional, High-Performance, and Ultra-High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete with and without nanofibers. To this purpose, reinforced concrete beams sized $150 \times 100 \times 750 \text{ mm}^3$ were prepared with embedded stainless steel sensors that were located at three heights, which have also been validated through this work. These beams were pre-cracked in bending up to fixed strain levels. The results indicate that the sensors used were able to detect oxygen availability due to the presence of cracks and the detected differences between the studied concretes. Ultra High Performance Concrete in the cracked state displayed lower oxygen availability than the uncracked High Performance Concrete, demonstrating its potential higher durability, even when working in cracked state, thanks to the increased multi-cracking response.
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1. Introduction

Model Code 2010 defines fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) as a composite material that is characterized by cement matrix (concrete or mortar) and discontinuous discrete fibers, which can be made of steel, polymers, carbon, glass, or natural materials [1]. Cracks in reinforced concrete structures are the main entrance point for aggressive agents that could initiate the degradation processes in the structure. The incorporation of fibers into the cementitious matrix can improve its durability behavior due to the reduction of crack width and the spacing of the cracks produced by the internal redistribution of stresses. The dosage, type, and geometry of the fibers will modify the crack pattern and, in general, high fiber content will lead to multiple micro-cracking with reduced spacing between cracks, instead of localized macro-cracks spaced apart several centimeters.

Ultra-High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) is a type of FRC with compressive strength between 140–200 MPa and tensile strength between 7–15 MPa [2]. This type of concrete has very low maximum particle size (1–2 mm) and well graded aggregates, high content of fibers, usually steel
fibers, and it displays high ductility, producing very thin cracks under load (<60 µm). The durability performance of UHPFRC is excellent, due to its high matrix density and its multi-cracking behavior that is provided by the fibers [3]. Other FRC families, such as Strain Hardening Cementitious Composites (SHCC), Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC), or some deflection hardening cementitious composites (DHCC), also exhibit similar behavior in terms of multi-cracking with very thin cracks [4–6]. The multi-cracking response of these materials comes as a consequence of the strain or pseudo strain hardening responses, similarly to what occurs with reinforced concrete elements with a very high reinforcement ratio [4].

Some studies indicate that plain concrete specimens have microcracks inside their matrix, even in their initial stage before applying any load. These cracks are bond cracks (in the interface paste-aggregate), but also matrix microcracks that are produced by shrinkage, with sizes of around 2–3 microns [7]. When a load is applied, these cracks increase their size two or five times, even at a load level of 15% of concrete compressive strength [7]. Increasing the load level further produces widening and propagation of the cracks until they bridge to other microcracks [7–9].

The RILEM TC-122-MLC on “Micro-cracking and Lifetime Performance of Concrete” defined micro-cracks as those with a crack width below 10 microns. Cracks around this size allow for the interchange of fluids and dissolved solids with the environment [10]. RILEM TC-122-MLC also differentiates the potential relevance of transport, depending on the state of the material being transported (values at atmospheric pressure):

- Gaseous materials, such as CO₂, water and acid vapor, may take part in transport in cracks up to a few tenths of micrometer (i.e., 0.1, 0.2 microns).
- Liquid materials, such as water, solutions of acids, might be of minor importance in microcracks below 1 micron.

Generally, the allowable surface cracks widths indicated in the codes for reinforced concrete assume that cracks up to 100 microns are allowable, even in highly aggressive environments. However, as the TC-122-MLC explains [10], these codes assume V-shaped cracks with the most open area in the surface of the element and decreasing crack width going towards the interior of the element. The codes assume that those sizes, combined with the recommended covers, ensure that the crack does not reach the rebar or does it at a very low size (around 10 microns). In the case of FRC, it has been reported [11] that the internal crack pattern greatly changes when fibers are added to concrete (as compared to cracks in reinforced concrete), increasing crack branching and crack tortuosity, despite having a similar total crack width when compared to reinforced concrete without fibers.

Water and oxygen are the main oxidant agents that are involved in the reduction–oxidation reaction of rebar corrosion [12,13], and crack geometry and pattern will affect their transport inside the concrete matrix. One of the few studies performed on FRC in micro-cracked state [14] reports that FRC improves the durability in load levels between 30 and 50% of the ultimate strength, which reduces the permeability to water and delaying corrosion initiation, with more delay with higher contents of fibers. Similarly, it has also been reported [15] that the presence of fibers contributes to a more generalized corrosion on rebars instead of pitting corrosion, which produces a fast section loss in the pitting zone.

A very effective way of detecting and characterizing the cracks produced in a FRC concrete element could be voltammetric sensors, since these sensors are able to detect variations of water or oxygen availability [12,16]. Voltammetric sensors are based on the application of a potential signal that changes with time. These sensors use different sweeping range potentials, depending on the agent to be detected. Each potential produces a different intensity of electrical current, which is associated with a reaction in which the agents of interest (oxygen, water, chlorides, etc.) are involved. These agents can be quantified through the analysis of the obtained signals. These sensors can be used as an indicator of cracking, damage in the cover, or other deterioration processes, since the availability of the agents inside concrete varies depending on the presence of cracks and concrete permeability.
A recent study [17] verified the capability of a voltammetric stainless steel sensor to detect the oxygen availability variations in the surroundings of the sensor inside the hardened concrete matrix through the $I_dO_2$ parameter.

In the current study, the viability of this sensor to detect the availability of oxygen is analyzed in four different concrete types: (1) Standard Quality Concrete, (2) High Performance Concrete, (3) Ultra-High Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete, and (4) Ultra-High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete functionalized with nanofibers and a self-healing promoter. The first two concrete types will display a cracking pattern that corresponds to single cracks, while the last two types will show multi-cracking behavior. Three states have been compared (uncracked and two crack levels of different severity) with the aim of evaluating whether UHPFRCs working in the cracked state (with multiple cracks) present reduced oxygen presence as compared to traditional concrete types, since oxygen is one of the main elements involved in the corrosion processes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mix Design

The four concrete types studied in this work are: Standard Quality Concrete (C30/37, named SQC), High Performance Concrete (C70/85, named HPC), an Ultra High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (C135, named UHPFRC) with steel fibers, and C125 modified to include alumina nanofibers and a self-healing promoter (named UHPFRC-n). UHPFRCs incorporated short straight-shaped steel fibers 13/0.2 (length 13 mm, diameter 0.2 mm, $l_f/d_f = 13/0.2 = 65$, tensile strength $> 2000$ MPa), to guarantee ductility and multiple micro-cracking. Table 1 displays the compositions of these four concretes. Superplasticizer A, Sika Viscocrete 5970, was used for SQC and HPC. Superplasticizer B, Sika Viscocrete 20HE, was used for UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n.

Table 1. Composition of the four concrete types studied and results of control tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kg/m³</th>
<th>SQC</th>
<th>HPC</th>
<th>UHPFRC</th>
<th>UHPFRC-n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cement I 42.5 R-SR5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Fume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>165.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w/c$</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w/b$</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate 7/12</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate 4/7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural sand</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone filler</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliceous sand–medium 0/1.6 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>565</td>
<td>565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliceous sand–fine 0/0.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>302</td>
<td>302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliceous sand–flour (&lt;50 µm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short steel fibers 13/0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superplasticizer A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superplasticizer B</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystalline admixture</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina nanofibers</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slump or [slump flow] (mm)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength at 28d (MPa)</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>144.7</td>
<td>133.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANF Development provided the alumina nanofibers used in this work, and they have diameter of 4–11 nm, length of 100–900 nm, and surface area of 155 m²/g. Alumina nanofibers were added in a dosage of 0.25% by the binder weight. This material was added to verify its potential to control crack growth at early stages. A crystalline admixture from Penetron, as a self-healing promoter, was added. Crystalline admixtures are a type of permeability reducing admixture that are thought to enhance the
self-healing capability of concrete [18–20]. An additional 3% of water was needed in UHPFRC-n, due to the addition of alumina nanofibers and crystalline admixtures, to maintain the same workability of UHPFRC and ensure self-compacting properties.

2.2. Concrete Characterization

2.2.1. Slump and Compressive Strength

The four concretes were characterized in terms of workability and compressive strength at 28 days. Workability was measured by a slump test in SQC and HPC concretes and through a slump flow test in UHPFRCs. Similarly, compressive strength was evaluated in cylinders of 300 mm height and 150 mm diameter for SQC and HPC, while UHPFRCs were tested through 100-mm side cubes. Table 1 displays the values obtained and they show the broad differences in concrete strength levels from the three families (SQC, HPC, and UHPFRC). The addition of 3% of extra water produced a slight decrease in strength in UHPFRC-n. Usually, UHPFRCs have compressive strength values over 150 MPa, but this extremely high strength is not completely necessary and slightly slower strength values are also satisfactory for many applications.

2.2.2. Flexural—Tensile Strength of UHFPRCs

Four-point bending tests were performed on prisms of size $100 \times 100 \times 500$ mm$^3$, with the loading points at beam length thirds, and the deflection at mid-span being measured by two displacement transducers on the front and back sides. The tensile response was obtained from the load vs deflection curves while using the simplified inverse analysis method that was proposed in [21,22]. This tensile constitutive model is defined by the parameters: elastic modulus ($E$), cracking strength ($f_t$), ultimate cracking strength ($f_{tu}$), and its associated strain ($\varepsilon_{tu}$). After reaching the ultimate strength, the first macrorack localization is assumed to occur, and the final softening behavior is defined by a lineal stress/crack opening relation until reaching the crack opening axis at ($w_0$).

Table 2 shows the stress-strain constitutive response that was obtained on the two UHPFRCs. All of the tested concretes presented deflection-hardening in the four-point bending test. The tensile behavior, as obtained through the inverse analysis, showed a low strain-hardening behavior (type 2 UHPFRC according with AFGC). The UHPFRC-n mix obtained a slightly lower mechanical response when compared to the UHPFRC mix (see representation in Figure 1). A type 3 UHPFRC according with AFGC (the most demanding UHPFRC type) requires a tensile strain hardening response. In this work, it was decided to use the developed type 2 UHPFRC due to previous knowledge with this mix and its good enough structural response at a competitive cost for real applications [23]. Table 2 also displays the coefficient of variation (CV) of the different parameters, being calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation to the average value of the data.

| Concrete Type | Spec. | f_t (MPa) | f_{tu} (MPa) | \varepsilon_{tu} (%) | E (MPa) | w_0 (mm) | CV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UHPFRC</td>
<td>avg.</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>49,639</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>6.74%</td>
<td>17.72%</td>
<td>24.86%</td>
<td>4.77%</td>
<td>16.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHPFRC-n</td>
<td>avg.</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>47,517</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>11.28%</td>
<td>11.79%</td>
<td>52.63%</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
<td>14.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which were performed following the standard UNE 83981. The lateral surface of the disks was covered
with a sealing paint (waterproof paint Sikalastic 612). For each concrete type, three samples were
tested and Table 3 shows the average results and coefficient of variation obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete Type</th>
<th>Air Permeability Coef. ($10^{-19}$ m²)</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>% Porosity Accessible to Water</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>% Water Absorption</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQC</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>11.07%</td>
<td>14.53%</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>6.53%</td>
<td>3.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>29.96%</td>
<td>7.15%</td>
<td>3.20%</td>
<td>3.08%</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHPFRC</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>30.10%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>3.56%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHPFRC-n</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.87%</td>
<td>3.56%</td>
<td>13.18%</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>13.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the absorption and porosity accessible to water, concrete disks of diameter 100 mm
and 50 mm height were used following the standard UNE 83980. Six samples were tested for each
concrete type. Table 3 displays the average results and coefficient of variation obtained.

It is clear that increasing the quality of concrete from SQC to HPC produces a significant decrease in
the permeability of the matrix, absorption, and porosity to water while analyzing the three parameters.
This decrease is more pronounced when moving to UHPFRC. The incorporation of the alumina
nanofibers and crystalline admixtures in the UHPFRC-n mix in the percentages used in this work did
not significantly change the values that were obtained for these parameters, showing slightly worse air
permeability, but slightly better porosity and water absorption. The benefits of nanofibers and the
crystalline admixture seem to have compensated for the slight increase in w/b ratio. The obtained
results are consistent with those that were exposed in previous research by other authors [24], for SQC,
HPC (similar to UHPC in [24]), and UHPFRC, demonstrating the improved durability of UHPFRC.
2.3. Methodology and Experimental Program in Cracked State

2.3.1. Concept and Experimental Program

It is clear that the UHPFRCs matrices display superior mechanical and durability properties if compared with those of traditional concrete types from the characterization results. This work aims to study whether these superior durability properties are also extended to the cracked state. To this purpose, small reinforced beams (Figure 2) were cast and pre-cracked (see Section 2.3.3) at three levels of severity, and its oxygen availability was analyzed in two experimental campaigns that are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of the distribution of beams for the experimental campaigns performed and number of specimens per case (No.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Campaign 1</th>
<th>Multiple Cracks Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>Crack Pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQC</td>
<td>Uncracked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>Uncracked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Strain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first campaign was defined to compare the concretes evaluating the difference in oxygen availability while using one stainless steel sensor that was located in a fixed position at the lower part of the beam, as displayed in Figure 2. The four concrete types were all studied in uncracked state (Ref). HPC and UHPFRCs were studied in both low and high strain levels (HS). The comparison of the
results that were obtained in these levels will allow for discerning the potential durability of cracked UHPFRCs as compared to traditional concrete types (SQC or HPC) in uncracked or low strain levels. Three beams were evaluated for each concrete and Table 4 shows the cracking level.

The second campaign was a detailed study that was performed on three beams that suffered high damage levels to evaluate the sensitivity of the result that was obtained when changing the position of the reference electrode. It aimed to determine whether the sensors are able to differentiate the cracking or damage levels in different areas of a same beam. In this case, each beam contained three sensors located at three heights (sensor H, M and L) and four sectors were studied, named S4, S3, S2, and S1, as displayed in Figure 3. The bottom surface will be tensioned while the upper surface will be compressed, since the pre-cracking method is a four-points bending test. The cracks are expected to be mainly produced in the middle span (sectors S2 and S3), and will be V-shaped, with the maximum crack opening in the tensioned surface (location of sensor L) and decreasing towards the compressed area (sensor H).

![Diagram showing the three sensors levels and four sectors of the study.](image)

2.3.2. Preparation of the Beams and Casting

For each concrete type, the reinforced concrete beams of size 100 × 150 × 750 mm³ were casted. The reinforcement introduced in the beams consisted of 2ø8 lower reinforcing bars and 6ø6 stirrups to avoid shear failure during the pre-cracking stage. The concrete cover used is 20 mm.

Voltammetric sensors were embedded to evaluate the influence of the cracking pattern on oxygen penetration. These sensors were built from 0.8 mm stainless steel wire with an effective length of 500 mm, as depicted in Figure 4. Their electrical connection was performed while using copper single wire cables.

![Molds and stainless steel sensors placed before and after pouring concrete.](image)

2.3.3. Pre-Cracking Procedure

A nonstandard test methodology was developed to generate a controlled crack state in a reinforced beam, based on a methodology that was previously proposed in [25]. After 28 days, the beams were...
pre-cracked while using a four-point bending test to produce cracks in the middle span (Figure 5). Before starting the test, two rows of small disks were glued to one side of each sample to measure the strain variation with a Demountable Mechanical Strain Gauge (DEMEC) before, during, and after loading (Figure 5). The procedure for controlling crack width was to calculate the strain at six intervals separated by a distance of 100 mm and, from these values, to calculate the average strain ($\varepsilon$). The intervals between points 1–5 will be used to calculate the strain value at the depth of the stainless steel sensor L ($\varepsilon_L$) and points 6–10 will be used to calculate the same parameter at the depth of sensor M ($\varepsilon_M$). An LVDT was also placed in the middle span to measure the vertical displacement during the test.

Figure 5. Four-point bending test setup (left) and Demountable Mechanical Strain Gauge (DEMEC) points location (right).

The beams were pre-cracked at two damage levels, named low strain (LS) and high strain (HS) levels. Some beams remained unloaded as the reference beams state (Ref). The two strain levels are defined as:

- **Low Strain level (LS):** average strain $\varepsilon_{M,\text{avg}}$ at middle height of the beam around 0.5‰ as measured in loaded conditions. This level represents a condition inside the service limit state, in which a crack has been produced and it has been closed afterwards. This level produced one or two localized cracks of widths below 0.1 mm in traditional concretes and a series of very closed micro-crack of 10–15 microns in UHPFRCs at the reinforcement level.

- **High Strain level (HS):** average strain $\varepsilon_{L,\text{avg}}$ at the reinforcement level between 1‰ and 2‰ as measured after unloading. The condition used in practice was when the averaged strain of the three intervals exceeded the value of 1.5‰, since strain was measured between three intervals. This level represents a condition beyond the service limit state, with yielded or almost yielded rebars. This level produced localized cracks between 0.2–0.3 mm in traditional concretes and multiple micro-cracks of 25–50 microns in UHPFRCs at the reinforcement level. This cracking level represents a highly demanding condition, which is common for concrete structures in aggressive environments.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the average strain values that were obtained at the lower row ($\varepsilon_L$) and at the medium row ($\varepsilon_M$) for all of the beams tested. The points of all the concrete types are clearly aligned following a linear trend, where the strain obtained at the bottom row is 1.78 times the strain obtained at the middle row. One of the points obtained at the HS level suffered higher than targeted strains due to the difficulties in controlling the process around the yielding point of the rebar.
2.3.4. Voltammetry Analysis to Detect Cracks

Cyclic voltammetry was used through custom-made fit-for-the-purpose voltammetric sensors once the beams were pre-cracked [17]. These sensors were used to detect the presence and size of cracks through the availability variation of oxygen.

Briefly, these sensors work in the following way: the electric current response that is obtained during the application of cyclic voltammetry is processed in the potential range associated to the oxygen reduction. In this potential range, the electric current is directly associated to the concentration of O\textsubscript{2} inside of the material [17]. The analysis of the electric response allows for the definition of a parameter, named $I_dO_2$, which is directly proportional to the ratio between the change in the electric current (logarithmic form) and the change in potential ($I_dO_2 = \Delta \log|i|/\Delta V$). Therefore, this parameter is correlated with oxygen availability, as demonstrated in a previous work [17]. Currently, the authors are working on a theoretical model for quantifying the concentration of oxygen from the results that were obtained with stainless steel voltammetry sensors. The results that are presented in this work show an initial experimental study to verify the relation between the $I_dO_2$ parameter and the transport parameters of concrete in the different cracking states.

The cyclic voltammetry was used through the Autolab PGSTAT10 equipment, working with three electrodes and while using a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode. A stainless steel plate sized $100 \times 750 \text{ mm}^2$ was used as a counter electrode (CE). The CE was externally located, but electrical contact between the concrete beam and the plate was ensured through a wet cloth. The sweeping potential applied was in the range between $0.6 \text{ V}$ and $-1.1 \text{ V}$ vs SCE.

Each measurement was repeated three times to have statistical certainty in each condition. During the test, the temperature and humidity conditions were kept controlled and constant ($T = 25 ^\circ \text{C} \pm 2 ^\circ \text{C}$, $\text{RH} \approx 60\%$).

The reference position was the difference in the voltammetric test in each campaign. In the first experimental campaign, the reference electrode was always located in the middle span of the beam, at the height of sensor L. Conversely, in the second experimental campaign, the reference electrode was put in the same position and, additionally, in those spots that are indicated in Figure 3, to study the effect of changing the position of the sensor between the different sectors and heights. The relevance of this study is justified, because the closest area to the sensor is the one that will have more weight in the electrochemical reactions that will be produced on the surface of the sensor (oxygen reduction), closer to the position with the reference electrode.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Campaign 1: Effect of Concrete Type on Cracking through Oxygen Availability

In this campaign, the absolute average value of the parameter $\text{Id.O}_2$ is compared to the different strain levels (and thus crack sizes) for the four concrete mixes tested. The differences in the $\text{Id.O}_2$ parameter obtained for HPC and UHPFRCs solely depend on the cracking pattern, which is multi-cracking in the case of the UHPFRCs and single-crack pattern with only ~2 cracks in HPC, since the strain levels and total crack width obtained were similar for each strain level.

Figure 7 compares the average values of the $\text{Id.O}_2$ parameter obtained for each concrete type at the three strain levels (Ref, LS, and HS), as well as the standard deviation. These results show that the $\text{Id.O}_2$ parameter was able to discern between the different levels in oxygen availability of the four concrete types, as well as detect the increase in oxygen presence when cracks or microcracks were produced in the concrete beams.

![Figure 7. Absolute average values $\text{Id.O}_2$ parameter for each analyzed scenario.](image)

Analyzing the $\text{Id.O}_2$ results that were obtained (Figure 7), SQC in uncracked state has the highest availability of oxygen, followed by HPC, and UHPFRCs obtain the lowest availability. Regarding the damage level (strain level) in HPC, it is clear that increasing the strain from Reference level to LS or HS increases the presence of oxygen (5% for LS and 20% for HS), which is a clear indicator of the presence of cracks in the beam.

In UHPFRCs, either this parameter is not sensitive to the LS level or the cracks are not able to transport oxygen. Thus, the LS condition in UHPFRCs was very similar to an uncracked situation in terms of oxygen availability inside the matrix. However, at the HS level, the $\text{Id.O}_2$ parameter experienced increments of 11.5% for UHPFRC-n and 18.8% for UHPFRC as compared with the value that was obtained for uncracked beams (Ref).

Despite the increase in oxygen availability that UHPFRC beams suffered in the HS condition when compared with uncracked UHPFRC beams, they obtained smaller $\text{Id.O}_2$ values than the uncracked HPC, and clearly much smaller than uncracked SQC. These results indicate that cracked UHPFRC might have higher durability than the uncracked HPC. This higher durability would be even higher if the crack levels were maintained similar to LS.

It should be highlighted that the variation between beams of a same concrete and pre-cracking level was small, as seen in the standard deviation values, which show the similarity of the pre-cracking levels that were obtained in a specific concrete and the robustness of this parameter to evaluate oxygen availability. The coefficient of variation of the results that were obtained for each pre-cracking condition and the measurement repetitions performed were below 11% in all cases, which is a very good value when considering the heterogeneities of concrete.

Figure 8 shows the relation between the individual strain level reached in each beam after unloading and the $\text{O}_2$ presence that was obtained in that beam through the stainless steel sensor. These results show a linear increase in the presence of oxygen when increasing the strain level for HPC,
UHPFRC, and UHPFRC-n, with a very similar slope for the three concrete types. This result confirms the suitability of the stainless steel sensor that was used to evaluate the presence of oxygen in different concrete types, either from a FRC family or from a traditionally reinforced concrete. Additionally, when comparing UHPFRC-n and UHPFRC, it seems that the nano-alumina and crystalline admixtures provided a slight improvement under the HS conditions (seen as a lower oxygen presence for the HS strain levels), despite the extra amount of water that was used in this mix. However, this result would need further studies to be confirmed.

**Figure 8.** Influence of the strain level (damage level) on the presence of oxygen for the concretes studied.

The percentual improvement calculated as per (1) has been summarized in Table 5 in order to evaluate the improvements of using HPC, UHPFRC, and UHPFRC-n compared to SQC. The results show that UHPFRCs in cracked states (LS and HS) have an improvement in the Id.O2 parameter of 50% when compared to uncracked SQC (that is, oxygen availability was reduced). There was also an improvement by using HPC, even in cracked state, as compared to SQC in the uncracked conditions, with a 23% of improvement. Similarly, when comparing UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n with HPC in uncracked state as per (2), the results indicate that UHPFRCs produce an improvement in in the Id.O2 parameter of 21% for UHPFRC and 25% in UHPFRC-n (Table 5).

\[ \Delta\%_{\text{vs SQC Ref}} = \frac{\text{Id.O}_2^{\text{SQC Ref}} - \text{Id.O}_2^{\text{I}}}{{\text{Id.O}_2^{\text{SQC Ref}}}} \quad (1) \]

\[ \Delta\%_{\text{vs HPC Ref}} = \frac{\text{Id.O}_2^{\text{HPC Ref}} - \text{Id.O}_2^{\text{I}}}{{\text{Id.O}_2^{\text{HPC Ref}}}} \quad (2) \]

where \( i \) is the concrete type and \( j \) the cracking condition.

**Table 5.** Percentual improvement of Id.O2 as compared to uncracked SQC_Ref and HPC_Ref.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delta vs. SQC_Ref</th>
<th>Delta vs. HPC_Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>UHPFRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>36.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>33.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>23.24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Discussion: Oxygen Availability Relation with Porosity and Permeability

From the experimental campaign 1, the value of the Id.O2 parameter inside the uncracked beams has been compared to the results of porosity accessible to water, water absorption, and air permeability.
The concrete types with higher permeability are those with a higher amount of pores and higher values in the Id.O₂ parameter, since the transport of gaseous agents is easier in porous concretes. Figure 9a,b represent the values of porosity accessible to water and absorption with the Id.O₂ parameter.

![Figure 9](image_url)  
**Figure 9.** (a) Curve Id.O₂ vs porosity accessible to water (UNE 83980) (b) Curve Id.O₂ vs water absorption (UNE 83980).

Because of the relevance of the air permeability coefficient, which is a common parameter with standard procedures for its evaluation in concrete, its correlation with the Id.O₂ parameter has been studied in depth in this section. Two additional concrete types that were analyzed in [17] have been added to this study to increase the robustness of this analysis. Figure 10 displays the resulting curve. The exponential curve adjusted to these points shows very good fitting ($R^2 = 0.98$).

![Figure 10](image_url)  
**Figure 10.** Correlation between the parameters Id.O₂ and K air permeability coefficient (UNE 83981).

The equation that was obtained through this correlation allows for estimating the air permeability (K) parameters for the four concretes of this study in the three conditions studied (Ref, LS and HS). Using this equation, an estimation of the effective air permeability has been calculated in the different situations analyzed. Figure 11 represents the values of K that were calculated through the equation that was obtained from the correlation in Figure 10 while using the Id.O₂ average values that were obtained (Figure 7). These values are consistent with those that were provided in [24,26], where they indicate that an UHPFRC will always have in standard conditions $K < 10 \times 10^{-19} \text{ m}^2$. 

The concrete types with higher permeability are those with a higher amount of pores and higher values in the Id.O₂ parameter, since the transport of gaseous agents is easier in porous concretes. Figure 9a,b represent the values of porosity accessible to water and absorption with the Id.O₂ parameter.
when compared to uncracked SQC of a similar magnitude. When comparing the percentual increase to uncracked HPC (4), as shown in Figure 12b, the results indicate that UHPFRCs produce improvements of 80% in Ref and LS conditions and around 65–75% in HS conditions. The permeability of UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n in uncracked state improves by 99% that of an SQC concrete. For the cracked beams (either at LS or HS levels), the value that was obtained for the estimated K parameter still produced an improvement when compared to uncracked SQC of a similar magnitude. When comparing the percentual increase to uncracked HPC (3), the value that was obtained for the estimated K parameter still produced an improvement when compared to uncracked SQC of a similar magnitude. When comparing the percentual increase to uncracked HPC (4), as shown in Figure 12b, the results indicate that UHPFRCs produce improvements of 80% in Ref and LS conditions and around 65–75% in HS conditions.

\[
\Delta%\text{vsSQC}_\text{Ref} = \frac{K_{\text{SQC}_\text{Ref}} - K_{i,j}}{K_{\text{SQC}_\text{Ref}}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\Delta%\text{vsHPC}_\text{Ref} = \frac{K_{\text{HPC}_\text{Ref}} - K_{i,j}}{K_{\text{HPC}_\text{Ref}}} \quad (4)
\]

where \(i\) is the concrete type and \(j\) the cracking condition.

**Figure 11.** K coefficients that were estimated through the correlation from Figure 10.

Figure 12a shows the improvement produced in the estimated K parameter in UHPFRC, UHPFRC-n and HPC as compared to SQC in uncracked state (3). The permeability of UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n in uncracked state improves by 99% that of an SQC concrete. For the cracked beams (either at LS or HS levels), the value that was obtained for the estimated K parameter still produced an improvement when compared to uncracked SQC of a similar magnitude. When comparing the percentual increase to uncracked HPC (4), as shown in Figure 12b, the results indicate that UHPFRCs produce improvements of 80% in Ref and LS conditions and around 65–75% in HS conditions.

\[
\Delta%\text{vsSQC}_\text{Ref} = \frac{K_{\text{SQC}_\text{Ref}} - K_{i,j}}{K_{\text{SQC}_\text{Ref}}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\Delta%\text{vsHPC}_\text{Ref} = \frac{K_{\text{HPC}_\text{Ref}} - K_{i,j}}{K_{\text{HPC}_\text{Ref}}} \quad (4)
\]

where \(i\) is the concrete type and \(j\) the cracking condition.

**Figure 12.** Percentual increase of estimated K (a) when compared to SQC_Ref. (b) as compared to HPC_Ref.
It is clear that UHPFRC concrete types produced a clear durability improvement in the cracked state compared to HPC, due to their significantly lower air permeability, after the results that were obtained in Figures 11 and 12. The reduction of the air permeability and, therefore, oxygen entrance, of UHPFRC concrete types, even after suffering several aggressive levels of stress, will certainly improve the protection of the reinforcement against corrosion. Subsequently, the amount of oxygen that will be able to reach the reinforcement surface will be smaller and the kinetics of the REDOX reaction will be reduced, since this gas is the main oxidizing agent of the rebar corrosion reaction.

This demonstrates that a situation with high number of cracks of small width is more beneficial in terms of durability than a situation with a single crack of higher crack width, even if their global stress level and total crack width are comparable. In other words, having 10 cracks of 0.01 mm is better in terms of durability than having one crack of 0.10 mm. These results support that using these concretes in construction with a design fitted for their specific behavior will produce high durability structures with an extended service life, even after suffering conditions producing cracks.

3.3. Experimental Campaign 2: Sensitivity of the Sensor at Different Locations

In the second campaign, the sensors were tested to differentiate the cracking levels in different areas of a same beam, as depicted in Figure 3. The average values are obtained for the three repetitions for each point. Figure 13 displays these values and their standard deviation.

**Figure 13.** Sectorization $\text{Id.O}_2$ results obtained at the HS level in the (a) High Performance Concrete (HPC) beam, (b) UHPFRC beams, (c) UHPFRC-n beam.
The results that were obtained in the HPC beam in uncracked state (Figure 13a, bars labelled as Ref) show very similar Id.O₂ values in the three sensor zones (L, M, H). For the beam pre-cracked at the HS level, higher oxygen availability was detected at the three sensor zones, even in sectors S1 and S4, where minimum cracking was thought to have occurred (probably because of the existence of shear cracks). Sector 2 shows the most relevant increase in oxygen presence in the sensor that was located at the low area (L), indicating the location of a crack produced by bending, while the rest of measures do not show a clear trend.

The four sectors displayed a similar behavior regarding the results of UHPFRC concretes in cracked state (Figure 13b,c), with the highest oxygen presence in zone L, where the cracks were wider. On the contrary, the lower value was consistently obtained in zone H, and there was a clear trend of decreasing oxygen content going towards the upper part of the beam in all cases. This demonstrates the good sensitivity of this sensor, which was able to detect different oxygen availability levels at the three studied heights, despite UHPFRCs' extremely thin cracks.

Additionally, the UHPFRC-n mix shows slightly lower values of oxygen availability inside the matrix when compared to UHPFRC, which is especially noted at the zone H. This is a possible indicator of the durability improvement produced by the functionalizing agents added to this mix.

When comparing the results of HPC and UHPFRCs, it can be concluded that the crack patterns in UHPFRCs appeared to be more distributed and uniform in the different sectors and studied heights, while, in HPC, the relative position of the crack compared to the position of the sensor was unclear. The HPC cracking pattern exhibits wider and longer cracks, which are generally visible to the naked eye, whereas, multiple thin cracks are produced in UHPFRC, which are only visible when using microscopes. These cracks can be even more reduced in the interior of the beam when compared to the surface crack, as reported previously in other works [10,11]. Subsequently, together with the high content of steel fibers in UHPFRC, and also with nano-fibers in UHPFRC-n concrete types, the oxygen availability can be reduced even further.

4. Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study:

- The stainless steel voltammetric sensor used in this work and the Id.O₂ parameter were able to detect variations in the availability of oxygen and, thus, detect differences in size of cracks produced in reinforced concrete in the range of 0.1–0.3 mm, as well as smaller cracks in the range of microns. This sensor was also able to detect differences in crack pattern for the same concrete type, depending on the zone that is measured. The study of the sensitivity of the sensor at different locations in UHPFRCs shows that oxygen availability decreased while going towards the upper part of the beam, as the crack width was thinner.

- In uncracked conditions, HPC and UHPFRCs improved the air permeability coefficient by three orders of magnitude, and the absorption and porosity to water by one order of magnitude. For cracked conditions, the air permeability coefficient for cracked concrete has been estimated through a correlation model. The obtained results show that cracked UHPFRCs improved 65–80% the values of uncracked HPC and 98–99% the values of uncracked SQC. This improvement is produced by the compacity of UHPFRCs matrices and their diffused micro-crack pattern.

- Oxygen availability, as measured in UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n with the stainless steel sensor, indicates that cracked UHPFRCs registered improvements in the Id.O₂ parameter in the range of 20–30% comparing to uncracked HPC and 50–60% when comparing to uncracked SQC.

- Increasing the damage level or strain in HPC beams increased the presence of oxygen in 5% for LS and 20% for HS when compared to the uncracked level. In the case of UHPFRCs, the beams cracked to LS conditions showed the same oxygen availability than uncracked beams. However, the beams cracked at the HS level experienced increments between 11 and 19% for UHPFRC and UHPFRC-n.
• This work demonstrates that multi-cracking patterns are more beneficial in terms of air transport than single crack patterns for a comparable strain level, especially for small strain levels, and that using these concretes in construction will potentially produce high durability structures with an extended service life, even after suffering cracks.

Future studies that can be derived from this work may focus on establishing mathematical models of cracking and oxygen presence in concrete with variable fibers content, as well as in evaluating the internal tortuosity and crack width variation in the interior of concrete by means of the availability of oxygen in different areas, or while analyzing the effects of this different oxygen availability in the corrosion processes produced.
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